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During recent several years, the theory of non-Gaussian random matrix ensembles
has experienced a sound progress motivated by new ideas [1] in quantum chro-
modynamics (QCD) and mesoscopic physics. Invariant non-Gaussian random ma-
trix models appear to describe universal features of low-energy part of the spec-
trum of Dirac operator in QCD, and electron level statistics in normalconducting-
superconducting hybrid structures. They also serve as a basis for constructing the
toy models of universal spectral statistics expected at the edge of the metal-insulator
transition. While conventional spectral statistics has received a detailed study in
the context of RMT [2,3], quite a bit is known [4] about parametric level statistics
in non-Gaussian random matrix models. In this communication we report about
exact solution to the problem of parametric level statistics in unitary invariant,
U(iV), non-Gaussian ensembles of N x JV Hermitian random matrices with either
soft or strong level confinement. The solution is formulated within the framework of
the orthogonal polynomial technique and is shown to depend on both the unfolded
two-point scalar kernel and the level confinement through a double integral transfor-
mation which, in turn, provides a constructive tool for description of parametric level
correlations in non-Gaussian RMT. In the case of soft level confinement, the formal-
ism developed is potentially applicable to a study of parametric level statistics in
an important class [5] of random matrix models with finite level compressibility ex-
pected to describe a disorder-induced metal-insulator transition. In random matrix
ensembles with strong level confinement, the solution presented takes a particular
simple form in the thermodynamic limit: In this case, a new intriguing connection
relation between the parametric level statistics and the scalar two-point kernel of an
unperturbed ensemble is demonstrated to emerge. Extension of the results obtained
to higher-order parametric level statistics [6] is briefly discussed.
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